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QUESTION 1

You support an e-commerce application that runs on a large Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) cluster deployed on-
premises and on Google Cloud Platform. The application consists of microservices that run in containers. You want to
identify containers that are using the most CPU and memory. What should you do? 

A. Use Stackdriver Kubernetes Engine Monitoring. 

B. Use Prometheus to collect and aggregate logs per container, and then analyze the results in Grafana. 

C. Use the Stackdriver Monitoring API to create custom metrics, and then organize your containers using groups. 

D. Use Stackdriver Logging to export application logs to BigQuery, aggregate logs per container, and then analyze CPU
and memory consumption. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are writing a postmortem for an incident that severely affected users. You want to prevent similar incidents in the
future. Which two of the following sections should you include in the postmortem? (Choose two.) 

A. An explanation of the root cause of the incident. 

B. A list of employees responsible for causing the incident 

C. A list of action items to prevent a recurrence of the incident 

D. Your opinion of the incident\\'s severity compared to past incidents 

E. Copies of the design documents for all the services impacted by the incident 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are performing a semi-annual capacity planning exercise for your flagship service. You expect a service user
growth rate of 10% month-over-month over the next six months. Your service is fully containerized and runs on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), using a Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) Standard regional cluster on three zones with cluster
autoscaler enabled. You currently consume about 30% of your total deployed CPU capacity, and you require resilience
against the failure of a zone. You want to ensure that your users experience minimal negative impact as a result of this
growth or as a result of zone failure, while avoiding unnecessary costs. How should you prepare to handle the predicted
growth? 

A. Verify the maximum node pool size, enable a horizontal pod autoscaler, and then perform a load test to verify your
expected resource needs. 

B. Because you are deployed on GKE and are using a cluster autoscaler, your GKE cluster will scale automatically
regardless of growth rate. 
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C. Because you are at only 30% utilization, you have significant headroom and you won\\'t need to add any additional
capacity for this rate of growth. 

D. Proactively add 60% more node capacity to account for six months of 10% growth rate, and then perform a load test
to make sure you have enough. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You support a user-facing web application. When analyzing the application\\'s error budget over the previous six
months, you notice that the application has never consumed more than 5% of its error budget in any given time window.
You hold a Service Level Objective (SLO) review with business stakeholders and confirm that the SLO is set
appropriately. You want your application\\'s SLO to more closely reflect its observed reliability. What steps can you take
to further that goal while balancing velocity, reliability, and business needs? (Choose two.) 

A. Add more serving capacity to all of your application\\'s zones. 

B. Have more frequent or potentially risky application releases. 

C. Tighten the SLO match the application\\'s observed reliability. 

D. Implement and measure additional Service Level Indicators (SLIs) fro the application. 

E. Announce planned downtime to consume more error budget, and ensure that users are not depending on a tighter
SLO. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are running a real-time gaming application on Compute Engine that has a production and testing environment.
Each environment has their own Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network. The application frontend and backend servers are
located on different subnets in the environment\\'s VPC. You suspect there is a malicious process communicating
intermittently in your production frontend servers. You want to ensure that network traffic is captured for analysis. What
should you do? 

A. Enable VPC Flow Logs on the production VPC network frontend and backend subnets only with a sample volume
scale of 0.5. 

B. Enable VPC Flow Logs on the production VPC network frontend and backend subnets only with a sample volume
scale of 1.0. 

C. Enable VPC Flow Logs on the testing and production VPC network frontend and backend subnets with a volume
scale of 0.5. Apply changes in testing before production. 

D. Enable VPC Flow Logs on the testing and production VPC network frontend and backend subnets with a volume
scale of 1.0. Apply changes in testing before production. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 6

Your organization wants to implement Site Reliability Engineering (SRE) culture and principles. Recently, a service that
you support had a limited outage. A manager on another team asks you to provide a formal explanation of what
happened so they can action remediations. What should you do? 

A. Develop a postmortem that includes the root causes, resolution, lessons learned, and a prioritized list of action items.
Share it with the manager only. 

B. Develop a postmortem that includes the root causes, resolution, lessons learned, and a prioritized list of action items.
Share it on the engineering organization\\'s document portal. 

C. Develop a postmortem that includes the root causes, resolution, lessons learned, the list of people responsible, and a
list of action items for each person. Share it with the manager only. 

D. Develop a postmortem that includes the root causes, resolution, lessons learned, the list of people responsible, and a
list of action items for each person. Share it on the engineering organization\\'s document portal. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

You are running an application in a virtual machine (VM) using a custom Debian image. The image has the Stackdriver
Logging agent installed. The VM has the cloud-platform scope. The application is logging information via syslog. You
want to use Stackdriver Logging in the Google Cloud Platform Console to visualize the logs. You notice that syslog is
not showing up in the "All logs" dropdown list of the Logs Viewer. What is the first thing you should do? 

A. Look for the agent\\'s test log entry in the Logs Viewer. 

B. Install the most recent version of the Stackdriver agent. 

C. Verify the VM service account access scope includes the monitoring.write scope. 

D. SSH to the VM and execute the following commands on your VM: ps ax | grep fluentd. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://groups.google.com/g/google-stackdriver-discussion/c/FXehB9a-5Vk?pli=1 

 

QUESTION 8

Your organization recently adopted a container-based workflow for application development. Your team develops
numerous applications that are deployed continuously through an automated build pipeline to a Kubernetes cluster in
the production environment. The security auditor is concerned that developers or operators could circumvent automated
testing and push code changes to production without approval. What should you do to enforce approvals? 

A. Configure the build system with protected branches that require pull request approval. 

B. Use an Admission Controller to verify that incoming requests originate from approved sources. 
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C. Leverage Kubernetes Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) to restrict access to only approved users. 

D. Enable binary authorization inside the Kubernetes cluster and configure the build pipeline as an attestor. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to define Service Level Objectives (SLOs) for a high-traffic multi-region web application. Customers expect
the application to always be available and have fast response times. Customers are currently happy with the application
performance and availability. Based on current measurement, you observe that the 90th percentile of latency is 120ms
and the 95th percentile of latency is 275ms over a 28day window. What latency SLO would you recommend to the team
to publish? 

A. 90th percentile – 100ms 95th percentile – 250ms 

B. 90th percentile – 120ms 95th percentile – 275ms 

C. 90th percentile – 150ms 95th percentile – 300ms 

D. 90th percentile – 250ms 

95th percentile – 400ms 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company is developing applications that are deployed on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE). Each team manages
a different application. You need to create the development and production environments for each team, while
minimizing costs. Different teams should not be able to access other teams’ environments. What should you do? 

A. Create one GCP Project per team. In each project, create a cluster for Development and one for Production. Grant
the teams IAM access to their respective clusters. 

B. Create one GCP Project per team. In each project, create a cluster with a Kubernetes namespace for Development
and one for Production. Grant the teams IAM access to their respective clusters. 

C. Create a Development and a Production GKE cluster in separate projects. In each cluster, create a Kubernetes
namespace per team, and then configure Identity Aware Proxy so that each team can only access its own namespace. 

D. Create a Development and a Production GKE cluster in separate projects. In each cluster, create a Kubernetes
namespace per team, and then configure Kubernetes Role-based access control (RBAC) so that each team can only
access its own namespace. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-authz/rbac/ 
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QUESTION 11

You are responsible for the reliability of a high-volume enterprise application. A large number of users report that an
important subset of the application\\'s functionality – a data intensive reporting feature – is consistently failing with an
HTTP 500 error. When you investigate your application\\'s dashboards, you notice a strong correlation between the
failures and a metric that represents the size of an internal queue used for generating reports. You trace the failures to a
reporting backend that is experiencing high I/O wait times. You quickly fix the issue by resizing the backend\\'s
persistent disk (PD). How you need to create an availability Service Level Indicator (SLI) for the report generation
feature. How would you define it? 

A. As the I/O wait times aggregated across all report generation backends 

B. As the proportion of report generation requests that result in a successful response 

C. As the application\\'s report generation queue size compared to a known-good threshold 

D. As the reporting backend PD throughout capacity compared to a known-good threshold 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You have migrated an e-commerce application to Google Cloud Platform (GCP). You want to prepare the application for
the upcoming busy season. What should you do first to prepare for the busy season? 

A. Load teat the application to profile its performance for scaling. 

B. Enable AutoScaling on the production clusters, in case there is growth. 

C. Pre-provision double the compute power used last season, expecting growth. 

D. Create a runbook on inflating the disaster recovery (DR) environment if there is growth. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You are part of an organization that follows SRE practices and principles. You are taking over the management of a new
service from the Development Team, and you conduct a Production Readiness Review (PRR). After the PRR analysis
phase, you determine that the service cannot currently meet its Service Level Objectives (SLOs). You want to ensure
that the service can meet its SLOs in production. What should you do next? 

A. Adjust the SLO targets to be achievable by the service so you can bring it into production. 

B. Notify the development team that they will have to provide production support for the service. 

C. Identify recommended reliability improvements to the service to be completed before handover. 

D. Bring the service into production with no SLOs and build them when you have collected operational data. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

You are developing a strategy for monitoring your Google Cloud Platform (GCP) projects in production using Stackdriver
Workspaces. One of the requirements is to be able to quickly identify and react to production environment issues
without false alerts from development and staging projects. You want to ensure that you adhere to the principle of least
privilege when providing relevant team members with access to Stackdriver Workspaces. What should you do? 

A. Grant relevant team members read access to all GCP production projects. Create Stackdriver workspaces inside
each project. 

B. Grant relevant team members the Project Viewer IAM role on all GCP production projects. Create Stackdriver
workspaces inside each project. 

C. Choose an existing GCP production project to host the monitoring workspace. Attach the production Projects to this
workspace. Grant relevant team members read access to the Stackdriver Workspace. 

D. Create a new GCP monitoring project and create a Stackdriver Workspace inside it. Attach the production projects to
this workspace. Grant relevant team members read access to the Stackdriver Workspace. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

You manage several production systems that run on Compute Engine in the same Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
project. Each system has its own set of dedicated Compute Engine instances. You want to know how must it costs to
run each of the systems. What should you do? 

A. In the Google Cloud Platform Console, use the Cost Breakdown section to visualize the costs per system. 

B. Assign all instances a label specific to the system they run. Configure BigQuery billing export and query costs per
label. 

C. Enrich all instances with metadata specific to the system they run. Configure Stackdriver Logging to export to
BigQuery, and query costs based on the metadata. 

D. Name each virtual machine (VM) after the system it runs. Set up a usage report export to a Cloud Storage bucket.
Configure the bucket as a source in BigQuery to query costs based on VM name. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/logging/usage-export 
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